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Murni Diamal
The Origin of the Islamic Reform Movement
in Minangkabau: Life and Thought of
Abdul Karim Amrullah
Abstraksi: Pemikiran pembaharuan Islam yang tumbuh di kalangan
ulama Minangkabau, Simatera Barat, pada akhir abad 19 dan aual aba"d
20, seringkali- dipandang banyak peneliti sebagai.inspra! bagi berbagai
gerakan-pemikiran baru Islam di kepulauan Melayulndonela. Di sam-
ii"g tebih aual menyerap ide-ide pernbaharuan, ulama Minangkabau'pat 
penode tersebut memainkan puan penting.dalry plnye!,an cita-
^cia pembahdruiln ke daerah-daerah lain di wilayah 1?l".Salh :e:rang
ulamayangturut nxempelopori gerakan baru Iskm adalah Abdul Karim
Amrullah.
Perjalanan hidup Abdul Karim Amrullah barangkali.hampir sama
dengan banyak ulama lain di Nusanwra pada masa itu. khir pada 18 79,
Abiul Karim Amrullah memperoleh pendidikan dasar secara nad.isinnal
pada berbagai tempat di d^zrah Minangkabau. Pada 1894 ia berangkat
'ke Makkah"mrrrr*kon pendidikannya selama tuiuh tahun. Kernudian
ia kembali Makkah urtik beberapaahun dan pulanghe Minangkabau
pada 1g06. Abdut Karim lalu mendirikan sebuah srtrhu, lembaga pen-
' 
d.id.ikan tradisional Minangkabau, di P adang P anjang yang merupakan
c ikzt-bakal Madrasah sumatera Tltaw alib. Dari sinilah gagdsan -gd.gasnn
pembaharuannya dikenal secara lebih luas.
Abdul Karim Amrullah merupakan prototipe ulama modernis-purit-
dn yung seiara keras mengecarn praktik-praktik keagamaan yang dipe-
ngaruhi adat. Bahkan persoalan kecilpun tidak luput dari perhatid.nnyd.
ti pun dikenal sebagai ukma yang heras terbadap keluarganya sendiri
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da la.m 
.menerapkan pembah aruannyd. Abdul Karim sdn gdt menentun. gpraktik ninik-mamak; khususnya dalam hal uaris yang, menurffi di;,
bertenangan dengan hukum klam.
L9b1h jauh, perhatian Abdul Karim Amrullah pa^da agenda-agenda
pembaharuan, menjangkau luas ke lapangan-lapingan iosiat pititik.
Antara 1 9 1 5 ddn 1 9 1 8, ia serin g mengadakan perj alanan ke daerah -daerah
lain di Nusantara, khususnya ke Malaya (lli6) dan ke Jaua (1917). pada
sazt berkunjung ke Jaua ia mengadakan pertemudn dengan pemimpin-
pemimpin Sarekat klam dan Muhammadiyah. Lalu,pada 19)5, iamem_
perkTtllkan gerakan organisasi modernis ini ke Minangkabau, dan mem-
peroleh sambutan luar biasa di daerah itu. Tak heran, kalau pada masa
b.Tikutnya banyak propagandis Muhammadiyah yang gigih berasar dari
Minangkabau.
Pan dan"gan swial-po litiknya membauanya pada sikap oposisi terhadap
pemerintah kolonial Hindia-Belanda. Pada 1928, Abdul Karim amrit-
lah 1ngryrlang heras dibr kkuknnnya ordinansi guru, dnn juga ordonansi
" s e k o lah / iar " y an g di ke I uar kzn pada 1 9 3 2. D ; ke bi1 akai pi tttik Be lan -
da di bidan g pendidikan untuk menyudutkan rembaga peniidikan pribu-
t: i. I 
1 I ?91 me n e tan g pah am ko m un i sm e, ke tika ide o ti gi in i dipei ke n a I _
kan.di kalangan umat Islam di sumatera pada auar D10an. )khirnyo,
pada t 94 t,.ia diangkzp Beknda dan dibrung ke Sukabumi dm gan tuduhan
rn eny e b a.r kan p ah am -p ah am ke agam aan y dn g m er o n gr o n g- w i b aza a pe -
rnerintah. Pada 2 Juni 1945, ia rneninggal di Jakzrta-di imah seorang
p_lterd.lyd yang di kernudian hari meneruskan gdgdsan-gdgdsannya,
HAMKA,
. 
Pemikiran pembaharuan Abdul karim Amrullah menggoreskan ri-
tik penting dari mataranai perkembangan pembaharuarZ koLorgo,
masyarakat Muslim di Indonesia. Hubungan-yang terjalin antard ulima
Minangkaba.u dengan tokob+okoh pembaharuai yorg datang kemudi-
an, baik melalui pendi/ikan maupun politik, meiggalnb*kin bagaim.
ayta sgbuah pemikiran heagamaan menyebar l,uas rnilinusi baas wilayah
dan kornunitas keagarnaan di Nusanara.
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The Origin
he originator of the Islamic reform movemenr in the
Minangkabau area was Shaykh Ahmad Khatib, who propa
gated his ideas in Makkah throughout the last two decades of
the nineteenth century and the early years of rhe presenr cenrury.
He was born in Bukittinggi, \7esr Sumarra, in 1855 into a family
with both religious and adat inclinations (Arabic, 'Adat, customary
law). He obtained his education at Sekolah Raja (school for sons of
native rulers), an elemenrary school teachers training in his home
town.1 In 1876, ar rhe age of twenty-one he left for Makkah where he
was to spend the rest of his life. There he had the privilege of marry-
ing one of the daughters of an upper ciass Arab family, and most
importantly, he was eventually honored with the rank of imLm
(leader) in the ShXf imadhhab (urisprudential school amongthe Sunni
Muslims) which gave him the privilege of teaching in Masjid al-Harlm,
the sacred enclosure of Makkah's mosque.In time he became one of
the most learned and importrnt p.rron, of the Indonesian colony in
the Holy City.:
Ahmad Khatib, besides being an imim of amadhhab,was also said
to have been a strfiwho rejected the bid'ah (innovation) aspects of his
tariqah, such as uahdat al-uujild (unity of being) and the use of. rAbitah
or uAsilah (mediarors), while he conrinued to adhere ro rhe school of
law of Shefi'i.r He placed the emphasis of his teachings on rhe appli-
cation of religious law and rejected the conremplative pracrices of ihe
sufistic orders. Therefore, it is not surprisins ro see that the main
target of his attack on the pracrices of nainrlngkabau life were rhe
numerous tariqah orders and the adat inheritance law. In his opin-
ion, both were syncretic and unlawful remnants of an unenlightened
society, which needed ro be removed from the daily pracrices of the
Muslims in Minangkabau before they could begin to pracrice rhe
true teaching of Islam. He wrore a book calledlzhirzughalat-Kidhibtn
(clarifying the legends of the iiars), containing his rejection of prac-
tices of the tarlqah Naqshaban diyyah, especially their use of. ribitah
in the beginning of the sulttk (mystical practices) and their abstinence
from eating meat.4
Ahmad Khatib also wrore other books about his rejection of the
adat iiheritance law in Minangkabau. In fact, he was better known
for his tiriless efforts in fighting rhe marernal inheritance law than
for his teachings refuting rhe artqahNaqshbandiyyah.He seemed to
continue the nineteenth century efforts of the Padri movement who
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regarded matdrnal inheritance as contrary to the teachings of Islam.
According to Schrieke, Ahmad Khatib in one of. his fatuis (a deci-
sion of sacred law made by a religious scholar or 'Alim) declared that:
Anyone who still bbeys the kifir (tnfidel) institution (law of inheritance)
which was originally established by satan, i.e. Datuk Perpatih Nan Sebatang and
Datuk Ketemanggungan, should not put it in line with the law of God. If he
does it, in fact, he is a kifir (infidel) who is prepared to enter the hell.'
On the same question, Ahmad Khatib was also reported to have
said that, "anybody who practices addt inheritance law ls in fact, a
f.isiq (sinner) who may not became the saksi (testifier) in any cer-
emony of marriage contract, otherwise the marriage will be auto-
matically i1legal". He furthermore asserted that, "Someone who prac-
tices adat inheritance law, may not be buried in the Muslim public
ceremony, and the ceremony itself may not be arranged in accor-
dance with the klamic regulation".6
His strong criticism of the practice of maternal inheritance law
was responded to by an adat leader, Datuk Sutan Maharaja (1894), a
famous journalist of his time, in several of his magazines such as Pelia
Kecil (small lamp), Wara Beria (news report), Cahaya Sumatra (rhe
light of Sumatra) and later in Oetoesan Malajoe (the messenger of
Malay). Apparently the ancestors of Datuk Sutan Maharaja were killed
during the first Islamic reform movement (Padri Movement) in
Minangkabau in the early nineteenth century because of their oppo-
sition to the movement. Resentful of this, and stimulated by his ha-
tred of any kind of religious movemenr he rejected the teaching of
Ahmad Khatib and accused the latter of being a \YahhAbt. He warned
the people of Minangkabau: "Do nor ler the Padri episode repear
itself; we have to strive not to iose our independence subjecting our-
selves to the people of Makkah."t
The above polemic between Ahmad Khatib fromMakkah on one
hand and the tartqah Naqshbandiyyah shaykbs and the adat chiefs on
the other, was fervently continued by each group's followers. The
pupils of Ahmad Khatib such as Dr. H. Abdul Karim Amrullah, Dr.
H. Abdullah Ahmad, and Shaykh MuhammadJamil Jambek became
important voices in the early 1900s reform movement.
Ahmad Khatib also wrote books on rhe explanation of. mi'rhj (the
ascension of the Prophet) and on the five pillars of Islam as well as a
treatise on mathematics. Ahmad Khatib did not prohibit his students
from reading Muhammad 'Abduh's writings such as published in a/-
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Urutat al-lVuthqA (rhe indissoluble link) and his interprerarion of the
Qur'ln. He felt they should read rhem so rhey could refute the ideas
of this Egyptian reformist. He evidently agreed with the ideas of a
return to the Qur'Xn and Hadith of 'Abduh, but he disagreed with
the latter's theory of abandon ing taqlid (blind acceptance), since he
was a loyai follower and the imhm of ShAfi'i madhhab.
Ahmad Khatib himself was reported to have forbidden his former
pupil, Abdul Karim Amrullah to publicly discuss the attitude of aqlid
in the early 1910's. Abdul Karim Amrullah, instead of following his
former teacher's advice, openly declared his abandonment of taqlid
and attacked the attitude of uqlid as a "desrroyer of one's intelli-
gence".
Ahmad Khatib was able to spread his ideas and teachings ro rhe
East Indies, (Indonesia and Malaya), especially ro the Minangkabau
area, since a great number of his studenm came from Vest Sumatra.
He was evidently successful in equipping his students from
Minangkabau with two importanr lessons: First he exemplified what
he thought was rhe proper liberal atritude, which meanr that he had
opened the door for his students ro exercise ijilhhd (independent rea-
loning). Second, he instilled rhem with rhe need for purifying the
faith of incorrect religious pracices existing in the Minangkabau area.
As such, he was able to inspire his students to determine intellectu-
ally the best ways provided by the faith to save itself from the dan-
gers of incorrect practice.e
Shaykh Ahmad Khatib had many srudents who studied with him
in Makkah, but there were four among them who became the first
propagators of his ideas and thus became the originators of the Is-
lamic reform movement. They all came from the Minangkabau area,
his own region. They were Syeikh Tahir Jalaluddin al-Azh ari (1869-
7956), a cousin of Ahmad Khatib himsell Shaykh MuhammadJamil
Jambek (1860-1947), Haji Karim Amrullah (1879-19+5) and Haji
Abdullah Ahmad (1878-1933).10
After returning to their home areas, rhey soon srarred working ro
qurify religious teachings and practices as rhey had been taughiby
their teachers in Makkah, particularly Syeikh Ahmad Khatib. Some
of them were resrricted in viewpoint and strongly atrached to their
teacher (aqltQ,while others seemed to have been able to adjust their
views td the new ideas surrounding them, and even incorporated the
modernist ideas of 'Abduh. The rigid srudenrs, who were-probably
influenced by Syaikh Yusuf al-NabhAni,1l became the defenders and
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leaders of the Kaum Tua (Tradirionalists). On the other hand, the
adaptable students, including many who were influenced by Ahmad
Khatib rapidly became familiar with the ideas of Islamic modernism
and were usually grouped into the Kaum Muda, the Reformists.
Among them were those whose names have been mentioned above.
It was these figures of the Kaum Muda who successfully carried out
and spread the ideas of Islamic Reform movement in Minangkabau
in the first quarter of the twentieth century.12
It is important to discuss the nature of 'Abduh's influence in
Minangkabau. The first introduction of 'Abduh's ideas to Indonesia,
particulariy in Minangkabau, was carried out by Shaykh Tahir
Jalaluddin al-Azhari, one of the former students of Ahmad Khatib,
whose name was mentioned previously. He studied with Shaykh
Ahmad Khatib in Makkah for about twelve years, and after return-
ing from the Holy City, spent nearly the rest of his life in Singapore.
He was called in his youth, Muhammad Tahir ibn Shaykh Jalaluddin,
and was born in Ampek Angkek, Bukittinggi. He visited
Minangkab au in 1923 and again in t927 when he was detained by the
Dutch for six months, after which he never came back to the area
again. "His father was a well-known 'hlim, called Shaykh Cangking
who was the son of Ahmad Jalaluddin or Tuanku Sami', a judge of
the Padri during the Padri Movement".lr After spending twelve years
in Makkah, Shaykh TahirJalaluddin went to Cairo in 1893 and spent
four years studying at al-Azhar where he was introduced to the teach-
ings of Muhammad'Abduh and Rashtd Ride.ln
Shaykh Tahir's influence on his colleagues and students in
Minangkabau was exercised through his monthly periodical al-Irnim
(the leader). The periodical often cited the ideas of 'Abduh and Rashid
Ridi since Tahir had direct contact with al-Azhar in Cairo and had
seen more of the world than the other reformers. First published in
1906, al-Imim containedarticles of popular knowledge, discussion of
religious questions, and comments on events of importance in the
world focusing especially on the Muslim \ilorld. It promulgated the
idea of the need for progress in the Muslim community and urged
that Muslims not be left behind in the competition with the \fest;
ideas which had previously been advocated by al-AfghXni and
Muhammad 'Abduh. In these questions, especially those directly
concerning religion, al-Imimoften repeated the ideas of 'Abduh gained
through his journal al-Manhr (The Light). Because of his love for al-
Lzhar which had opened his eyes, Shaykh Tahir added al-Azhari to
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In the third issue of al-Imkm, a question was raised by Haji Abdullah
Ahmad on the justification of standing while readingmmbaban (wel-
come) when celebrating rhe maulid (binhday of the Prophet). This
response r/as unacceptable to the Kaum Tua,because the practice was
part of their religious ceremonies. In the same magazine also appeared
a question on whether the seven heavens consisted of bronze, in which
the third level was made of iron, the second of stone, and the first
created of gold, as had always been taught by the Kaum Tua. Al-lmAm,
in response, stated that such a story was false, because it did not come
from a sound hadtth but was simply fabricated by untrusrworthy story
tellers, and was, therefore, nonsense. ALlmilm furthermore said that
only logic and reasoning as well as daltl sam'l of the Prophet should
be accounted in judging these unreasonable problems.lu
The same issue of. al-ImLm decriedwhat it considered the rigid and
unreasonable thoughts that were held by the Minangkabau Muslims at
that time. It expressed the view that their understanding had been
fully dominated by ignorance, and asserted that their mistakes should
quickly be corrected. In this way, a/-Imhm evidently enlarged its con-
tribution to the discourse of reform by sending its publications to the
area. Al-Imiminitsrwelfth issue, vol. II, strongly criticized traditional
practices in Minangkabau by saying:
Al-lnint is a severe enemy ro all innovations (bid'ab) and superstitious be-
liels (kbuilfit) and blind acceprance of established practices as final (taqlid) as
well as adat which has been mixed with Islam."
FIere, we can see what the main objectives of Shaykh TahirJalalud-
din were with his al-Imhm. He believed that Islam in Indonesia,
particularly in the Minangkabau region had to be purified of various
misunderstandings and incorrecr practices which had diverted Islam
from its purity for a long time. According to him, the deviations of
the tariqah Naqshb andiyyah's p ractices, taqli d, bi d'ah (unwarranted
innovation), and khurafir (delusion) were the main diseases of soci-
ety which had to be cured quickly. His statement that al-ImAm was
the enemy of the mixture, between adatand IslAm, partly indicates
his disagreement with maternal inheritance law in Minangkabau
which he regarded as being contrary ro rhe teachings of Islam. His
call for a reform movement in Singapore was nor in vain. His friends,
as well as his students from Minangkabau responded positively to
him and later continued such work by establishing a magazine of
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their own, al-Munir.
According to Shaykh Tahir, in order to cure the Malays of these
inappropriate practices, they first needed to return to the Qur'in
and hadith and to exercise iitihid rather than taqlid. Furthermore,
Shaykh Tahir al-Azhari,through aLlmi'm, advocated a reform in the
system of religious education in which, in addition to religious sub-
jects, Arabic, English and other secular subjects would be taught. In
this direction al-Imim itself was instrumental in establishing a mo-
dern madrasab (religious school), al-IqbAl al-Isllmiyyah (the applica-
tion of Isiam) in Singapore in 1908 in which Shaykh Tahir was to
become a teacher.t'It was this school which was taken by Dr. H.
Abduliah Ahmad as a model for the establishment of a reformist school
system in Padang in 7909.
There is an inherent difference that is evident in the nature of the
teaching and influence of Ahmad Khatib and Shaykh TahirJalaluddin
al-Azhari especially in their efforts to make the Muslims in
Minangkabau av/are of the perceived diseases which attacked their
religious practices and understandings. Ahmad Khatib put the em-
phasis of his teachings on the ideas of purification while Shaykh Tahir
Jalaluddin al-Azhari stressed in his ideas the importance of modern-
izing Islamic education, and interpreting Islamic teachings in light of
modern science and knowledge, and thus enabling Musiims to re-
spond to the challenges of the modern world.
As we shall see, as far as the Minangkabau Islamic movement is
concerned, of the three fathers of the reform movement in the re-
gion, it was Haji Abdullah Ahmad who was deeply influenced by
Tahir, while the other two, Haji Abdul Karim Amruliah and Shaykh
Jambek seemed to have mainly relied on their own ijtihAd rather
than outside influence.
Three Main Figures of the Reform
Dr. H. Abdul KarimAmrullah, Dr. H. Abdullah Ahmad, Shaykh
Muhammad Jamil Jambek and Shaykh Tahir Jalaluddin al-Azhari
were four of the most influential reformers in Minangkabau. But
since the last of these was not directly invoived in reform activities in
Minangkabau the name of Shaykh Muhammad Thaib Umar of Sunga-
yang, Batusgngkar is often added to the list. Shaykh Tahir, who was
the oldest of the 'ulamL'we are discussing, was regarded not only as
their colleague, but as one of their teachers. The first three 'ularnL'
mentioned above are discussed below.
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Abdullah Ahmad
Haji Abdullah Ahmad was born in Padang Panjang in 1"878, the
son of Haji Ahmad, an'altm and textile rrader. After completing his
elementary education at a government school and his religious in-
struction at home, he went to Makkah along with Haji Abdul Karim
Amrullah and Shaykh Muhammad Jamil Jambek, and studied under
Shaykh Ahmad Khatib. He joined the fight againsr bid'ah and tartqah
practices,2o and was also interested in the spread of reformist ideas
through publications. He first contributed his ideas by becoming an
agent for various periodicals of a reformisr character such as al-ImAm
of Shaykh Tahir Jalaluddin al-Azhari in Singapor e and al-IttihAd of
Cairo.:lIn addition, influenced by Shaykh Tahir's al-ImLm and his
modernist madrasah al-IqbAl al-IslAmiyyah, Haji Abdullah Ahmad es-
tablished his periodical al-Munfr (the light) intgII-1916. and founded
Adabiyah, the first modernist school in Padang in 1909. This school
offered religious as well as secular subjects.
In 7926, he went to the Caliphate Conference in Cairo with Haji
Abdul Karim Amrullah as a delegate from the PGAI @ersatuan Guru-
Guru Agama Islam lAssociation of Muslim Religious Teachersl). On
this occasion, the two Minangkabau 'ulami'receivedhonorary doc-
toral degrees in religion from rhe Hay'at ai-Jam'iyat Kubbar al-'lJlamA
(The Organization of the Society of the Chief 'UlamA) l"of the Middle
East"].:t Since this particular reformer's name will be mentioned fre-
quently in this essay, further details about him will be related in the
course of iater discussions.
Shaykb Muharnmad Jamil Jambek
Another important reformer in Minangkabau was Shaykh
Muhammad Jamil Jambek. He was born in Bukittinggi in 1860. His
father was Muhammad Saleh Datuk Malaka, head of the nagari (vil-
lage) Kurai. He was trained ar an elementary school which prepared
students for teacher training (Kweek School) but he was more ar-
tracted to the idea of pareua (see note 23) andrurned ro serious study
(Qur'An and religion) only when he was abour 22 years old. Accord-
ing to Hamka, when Shaykh Jambek was in Makkah, Shaykh Ahmad
Khatib was one of his teachers and did much to lead him to a oious
life. In addition to his religious study, he also iearned magical prac-
tices from a Moroccan irithe Holy City. It was ,.portJd that he
practiced magic for sometime after coming back from Makkah but
abandoned it completely around 19O5.rl
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Jambek started teaching along traditional lines upon his return to
Bukittinggi from Makkah in 1903. His pupils consisted mostly of
teachers and kulipah (Arabic, kbaltfah, assistant teachers in sufistic
practices) in the tariqah, who respected him as he was considered a
genuine Shaykh of the Naqshbandiyyah tartqah, an attribute discom-
fiting to Jambek." He introduced the tabligh (public religious gather-
ing) system, a method which had never been known in Minangkabau
previously. This system was later adopted by other reformers later,
particularly by the Muhammadiyah organization.
To reach out to the community in Minangkabau, particularly in
Bukittinggi and villages surrounding the city, Jambek personaliy vis-
ited followers, institute d his tabltgh and called on them to return to
the true teaching of Islam. His tabltgh, which was frequently given in
the theatre or some other large building, was attended by his follow-
ers in massive numbers. In his abltgh, he would attack various incor-
rect practices of the people such as bid'ah, superstitious beliefs
(khurafat)and others. He also attacked rhe artqah practices which he
regarded as deviations from the true teaching of klam and called the
Muslims to improve their imAn (faith).'5
In contrast to the method of Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah who
severely attacked any practices v'hich he regarded as not being in
line with Islamic teachings, Shaykh Muhammad Jamil Jambek ex-
pressed his criticism in a diplomatic manner without offending the
feelings of those people who were still engaged in the tariqah and
other traditional ways. He died on Decemb er 37, 1947.16
Abdul Karim Amrullah
Haji AbdulKarim Amrullah known as Haji Rasul or "Inyik de-
er" (Doctor), was born in Sungai Batang, Maninjau in 7926H/I879M
and died in Jakarta on Saturday 21, JumXd al-Awwal 1364H/June 2,
7945. He received elementary education along traditional lines in
various places in Minangkabau. He went to Makkah to continue his
study in 1894 and returned to Minangkabau seven years later. He
traveled to Makkah a second time in 1903 and returned to
Minangkabau in 1906. Before leaving for Makkah, Haji Abdul Karim
Amrullah studied Qur'inic recitation with Haji Muhammad Salih
and Ara[ic grammar with Haji Hud at Tarusan ('West Sumatra). He
continued srudyingfiqh (Islamic Law) and ufstr (the interpretation
of Qur'Xn) under his own father, Shaykh Muhammad Amrullah, as
well as Sutan Muhammad Yusuf at Sungai Rotan, Pariaman (West
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Sumatra).2/
Like many other young men of his time, Haji Abdul Karim Am-
rullah did not obtain a \flestern education such as that available at
the Sekolah Raja, the school where his teacher Ahmad Khatib and
his other colleagues had studied. This is understandable because rhe
school was intended to produce government officials, but also at that
time, the 'ularn|' regarded sending chiidren to a government school
as entrusting their education to the kkfir (in{idel) governmenr.28 Ir
can be seen, therefore, that the education which Haji Abdul Karim
Amruilah obtained From Shaykh Ahmad Khatib and his farher, as
well as his self study, was largely religious in character.
He traveled a great deal outside of Minangkabau, mainly to Java
and Malaya.In t9t6 he went to Malaya, but did nor sray there long
because his teaching was considered by the government authority at
that time to be "un-orthodox". Later he went to Java to contact the
Sarekat Islam and Muhammadiyah leaders. His introducrion to the
iatter caused him to bring the Muhammadiyah organization ro
Minangkabau in 7925, a movement which spread very rapidly
throughout the region several years later.2'
Haji Abdul Karim Amruliah was very acrive in the reform move-
ment. I{is surau (Minangkabau Islamic traditional educational insti-
tution) in Padang Panjang grew into the Sumatra Thawalib, a Mus-
lim reformist schooi sysrem which gave birth to rhe Persaruan
Muslimin Indonesia, PERMI (Indonesian Muslim Association). In
addition, he became the advisor ro rhe Persaruan Guru-Guru Agama
Islam, PGAI in7920 and he lent his assisrance ro rhe establishment of
the secondary school, Normal Islam in Padang in L937.In the 1920's
Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah fought against communism in
Minangkabau, particularly in the Sumatra Thawalib. In 1928 he be-
came the ieader of a movement that compelled the Dutch govern-
ment to cancel its plan to implement the Guru Ordonantie (teacher's
ordinance) and in t932he combated rhe Ordonantie Vilde Scholen
(illegal school ordinance) in Minangkabau. From 1929 to 7939, in-
tending to spread his reform ideas outside Minangkabau, he travelled
throughout Sumatra in order to give lectures.3o
The Reform: General Ideas and Activities
The personal character of the above reformers was described by
Ph.S. van Ronkel, a Dutch official for the study of Indonesian lan-
guages, in his report to the Dutch governmentin 7976:
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,'Haji Abdullah Ahmad was more a wfiter than a teacher' mofe a universal-
ist Muslim than a Malay. Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah was the rnost aggressive
of the rnodernist llami" the fanatic and the most {eared by his opponents.
Shaykh Muhammad Jamil Jambek was a 'practical man'. He was the rnost per-
soaii.rre and the most influential of the modernist'ulam)', He lacked the oratory
oi Haii Abclul Karim Amrullah nor could he compete with the prolific. writer,
Haii Rbdullah Ahmad but he exceeded them in promoting the modernist ideas
without exacerbating his audience.'.""
In addition, Hamka, the son of Haii Abdul Karim Amrullah, de-
scribed his father's characrer as srubborn, blunt, puritan, Proud, fa-
naticaily firm, as well as hot tempered.32
Thus, even though these three reformers had the same desire to
change t.he tradition of religious life in Minangkabau, their personal
charJcter led them ro use different methods ro approach the people.
Haji Abdullah Ahmad, with his grearer capability for writing,.seemed
to have been open-minded and flexible. His adaptable attitude in ap-
proaching p.opl. allowed him to cooperare with the Dutch govern-
-.nt. Foi instance, for the conrinuarion of his school, Adabiyah in
Padang, he received a subsidy from the government. Perhaps for the
,.*. I.-..ro.r, he approved the plan of the Dutch government to imple-
menr rhe Guru ordonanrie (teacher's ordinance) in Minangkabau in
1928.33
Shaykh Muhammad Jamil Jambek seemed to have had more suc-
cess in iis reform activities by using a persuasive approach. His criti
cism was expressed in a diplomatic manner which tended not to hurt
people's feeiing. Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah, as has been mentioned
"Uoi. regarding 
religious pracrices, did not offer a compromise policy
either to1h. lolal authorities who implemente dthe adat inheritance
law, or the Kaum Tua (tradtttonalists); he remained steadfast against
the Dutch government who became a paftner with the previous two
reformers mentioned. He strongly attacked anyone who practiced
what he regarded as bid'ah, such as usallt (intention) ini prayers,
rnarbaban (ielcome), alqtn (svborning of witness). His criticism of
those who defended the atiitude of.uqltdandthe practice of theartqah
Naqshbandiyyah which he regarded as having deviated from its origi-
nal ieaching in Minangkabau, distinguished him from his contempo-
raries.
In their program to purify Islam of what they regarded as devia-
tions from tstamic t.r.liingr the leaders of the Kaum Muda (Reform-
ists) renewed the effort of iheir teachers Shaykh Ahmad Khatib and
Shaykh Tahir Jalaluddin al-Azhari who strongly rejected the prac-
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tices of the artqah Naqshbandiyyah and adatinheritance law. Haii
Abdul Karim Amrullah in Padang Panjang; Haji Abdullah Ahmad
in Padang and Shaykh Jambek in Bukittinggi, being strategically lo-
cated in the three largest city in Minangkabau, urged the Muslims to
abandon the incorrect practices of the tartqal Naqshbandiyyah espe-
cially in using rAbitab in the beginning of the sulilk (mysrical prac-
tices) and of abstaining from eating meat. Regarding these practices
Haii Abdui Karim Amrullah said:
"... there were others who called themselves mystics, who bowed their heads
using their turbans and long coats... ["the snfii] did not desire nice ciothes...
["they"] separated themselves from others, did not desire pleasant and tasqv food...
and [they] gave themselves up entirely to devotion and the repetition of the
dhihr..., Those practices were not really mysticism and must be regarded as mis-
leading."
By attacking thos'e practices the reformists had challenged the
artqah leaders whose authority in the society, particularly within
the brotherhood, was still strong. At the same time they condemned
rhe 'ulamA' who were, according to them, responsible for the deterio-
ration of Islamic teaching and its practices which brought the Mus-
lims in Minangkabau into a state of "darkness." They also attacked
and criticized the attitude of taqltd of the 'ulamA'who used to be
grouped in the Kaum Tua.Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah said:
Do not be one-sided, as if you defend the madhhab (school of Islamic juris-
prudence) of ShAfi'i and condemn the others, because it is an obstinacy which is
strongly forbidden by Allih and His Apostle. You should accept their opinions,
if they are right, and leave them if they are contrary to the Qur'in and hadith."
Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah then stated: "The four imilms of"Is-
lamic jurisprudence did not allow their followers to blindly accept
their teachings without studying and analyzing the correctness and
validity of their argument in comparison with the Qur'ln and the
hadith." Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah furthermore stated that, "They
(the four imims), even asked their followers to return to the Qur'ln
and hadith, if their opinions were found contrary to the Qur'ln and
hadith."16
Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah's view, according to Schrieke, was
supportdd by Haji Abdullah Ahmad in his book, the Muqaddimah.
In the Preamble he asked: "'What was really meant bv the madhhab of.
Shafi'i? \fhich mad.hhab? His original or fabricated teachings by other
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people which came after him? Is rhe madhha& of ShAfi'i the most
correct and acceptable one while the orher madhAhib (p'fural of. madb-
hab) are not true?"'17
By attacking those who maintained the attitude of. taqltd and on
the other hand advocated ijtihAd, rhe Kaum Mudawith their reform
program had opened the road for intellecrual development of the
Muslims. Through this, they expected that IslAm would be able to
produce its own intellectuai thinkers (the muitahidtn) who wouid he
able to interpret klam from its true sources, i.e. the Qur'Xn and hadith,
according to the situation of when and where they lived. They be-
lieved that their efforts wouid cure their feilow Muslims in
Minangkabau of their anti-intellectual slant originating from aqlid,
a mental disorder which had attacked the religious life of the Mus-
lims for a long time.
In addition to carrying out their reform activities, the reformers
in Minangkabau also opposed the adat authorities, the people who
held leadership in the society, particularly in the administration of
nagari (village) affairs and in the affairs of their own suku (clans). The
Kaurn Muda did not think these people could change many things
since they (adat authorities) had the duty of maintaining their tradi-
tional position in the suku and maintaining the social order of the
nagari. To change the social life of the Muslims in Minangkabau the
reformers were of the opinion that it would have to begin with the
personnel who held important positions inrhe nagai, especially those
of the penghulu (adat chiefs). Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah, for ex-
ample, maintained his opinion that since Islam (Religion of God)
was higher than the adatlaw (customary law)-the law which was
created by men-th e 'ulamL' must be higher than those people of the
penghulu.In other words, according to Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah,
religious teachers were responsible for guidance of the secular au-
thorities so that the authorities could operate their government in
the proper way and remain loyal to their religion and their people.
On the other hand, Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah said that the reli-
gious teachers should deepen their own knowledge of hlam so that
they would not lead the people astray.In addition, the adat authori-
ties should have greater religious knowledge and understanding than
the common people, so that they would be able to lead the people
along the path of God. Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah furthermore
stated 'Only when the penghulus (adat authorities) who became head-
men of thei r sukus (clans) were correctly guided by the 'ulamL', could
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Islamic teachings be implemented in rhe sociery.",'
In connection with the practices of. adat inheritance iaw, the Kaum
Muda followed their teachers Shaykh Ahmad Khatib and Shaykh
TahirJalaluddin al-Azhari. Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah, for example
thought that the marernal inheritance law as it had been practiced by
the Muslims in Minangkabau, was unjusr and conrrary to the faritd(Islamic Law of Inheritance). Islamic law stated thar, when someone
died, his property would be inherited by one's children and one's
wife, while adatlaw stated that such property should be handed down
to one's nephews or nieces. Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah then sug-
gested that the people of Minangkabau implemenrrhefar|'idinstead
of the adat inheritance iaw.r,
It was around these questions mentioned above, the problem of
aqlid and the quesrion of bid'ah, rhe marernal inheritance law, the
role of 'ularnh' and adat chiefs in society, as well as rhe incorrect
practices of the tariqah Naqshbandiyyah rhat the Kaurn Muda, rhe
Kaurn Tuz and the AdatFactions became involved in a long series of
conflicts. The bid'ah pracrices, such as saint worship, the reading of
usallt, talqin, khutbah in Arabic, marhaban and kendurl (feast) which
had become parrs of religious pracrices of rhe Kawn Tua, had been
strongly criticized by the Kaum Muda. They asserted that such prac-
tices had never been taught by the Prophet, and therefore were un-
lawful. At the same rime, supporrers of the Kaum Tua rejected the
reformist ideas of the Kawn Muda and accused them of being
Mu'tazilah, Vahhabiyah, and the like.
In the beginning of the 1910's, r.he Kaurn Muda in Minangkabau
intensified their reform activities by establishing their modernist,
periodical al'Muntr (illuminative). It was the continuation of the
magazine aLhnim of Shaykh Tahirwhich inr9o9 was about cease irs
publication. Haji Abduliah Ahmad in collaboration with Haji Abdul
Karim Amrullah published al-Muntr from 1911 ro l91.6,aa followine
the ideological tendencies of al-Imhm.
.. 
In.this magazine, the reformists strived ro presenr what they be-
lieved were the true teachings of Islam which should be followid by
Muslim. The contents, as well as types of criticism, were almost the
same as rhoseof. al-hnAm.The aimof. al-Munirwasto guide the people
to_true religion, ro augmenr their knowledge, strengrhen theirbroih-
erhood and create peaceful relations. Thi general .or,t..rt, of this
fortnightly, according ro Noer, were divided into the followine:
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There were arricles which had the aim ro augment the knowledge of its
readers. These included religious quesdons, like the need for religion, the biog-
raphy of the Prophet, what madhbalt is, rhe need lor htsih (calculation for the
reckoning of the month); instead of ruTah (observarion of the moon to deter-
mine the beginning of the month), and worldly marrers (e.g. the importance of
science, the ad.rrantage of the newspapers and the periodicals), of organization as
weil as even6 abroad especially in the Middle East. There-were besides philo-
sophical articles which had a religious character (e.g, taahid, the oneness of
CocA. fle above articles were often written when the date of this tni'raj (he
Ascension of the Prophet) was approaching; articles on fasting were published
during the Ramadin month."'r
In addition, sometimes articles were written in reply to questions
submitted by readers. These, in general were conce rned with fiqh
(law). There were also translated articles from the Middle East, in-
cluding several f.rom al-ManAr of. Egypt. The publication also dis-
cussed problems which stimulated the Minangkabau Muslims to use
their reasoning (ijtibid), abandoned taqlid and get away from unrea-
sonable iegends, superstitious beliefs and false innovations (bid'ah)-
Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah and Shaykh Mahammad Jamil Jambek
contributed considerable support to this magazine (al-Muntr).
Ahmad Khatib who followed the school of law of Imlm Shefi'i
disagreed with the activities of his former pupils inrhe al'Muntr,who
publicly attacked the attitude of. taqLtd and Propagated the ideas of
'Abduh and others. He condemned them as the rationalist thinkers
(Mu'tazilah).*'
In its relation to the adatf.action, the publicarion of al-Muntrf.aced
weak attack through the periodic al Oetoesan Melaioe.Needless to pay
all opponents of. al-Muntr were overshadowed by the significant in-
fluence of this periodical. Because of this, there can be no doubt that
H. Abdullah Ahmad, as one of the notable fathers of the Islamic
reform movement in Minangkabau, had a considerable influence to-
ward the rise and development of the reformist movement of the
region.*r
Because of financial difficulties the periodical al'Muntr ceased its
activities in 7916. The publication was however continued in Padang
Panjang by another Kaurn Mudaleader,Zainuddin Labai al-Yunusi,
the former student of Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah. Because of the
death of Labai in 7924, rhe al-Munir in Padang Panjang was forced
again to stop its activities. Nevertheless, this periodical had accom-
plished much in spreading Islamic reform which was starting to take
hold in the fields of education and in religious public gatherings
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(tabligh).'a
The other side of the story reveals rhat the conflict between the
Kaurn Muda and the Kaurn Tuawas still going on unrii the time that
Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah revamped Surau Jembatan Besi, which
became the Sumatra Thawalib, a reformist religious school system in
Padang Panjang. After that time, Dr. Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah
and his followers in the Kaum Muda were no longer busy with de-
bates and polemics on the questions of bid'ah and the attitude of taqltd
with the Kaurn Tua; rather they were able to educate and produce
teachers and leaders who would carry f.orward the ideas of reform-
ism. In 1915, steps in the reformation of religious schools were car-
ried out by the establishment of the Diniyah School also at Padang
Panjang, by the famous young 'altm (learned man) in the regio n,Zai-
nuddin Labai el-Yunusi.*5
Surau Jembatan Besi itself, after undergoing several changes,
emerged in its new form in 1920.In this year, with the inclusion of
the students from anorher religious school ourside Padang Panjang,
the organization was formally installed as the Sumatra Thawalib. After
its estabiishment, the Sumatra Thawalib played a dominant role in
the political and social development of Minangkabau until rhe end of
the colonial regime.
The group connected with al-Muntr also established a school where
religious and secular subjects were offered. \7ith the close coopera-
tion of a teacher of the First Class School in Padang, Haji Abdullah
Ahmad founded the Adabiyah in 1909. Its establishmenr was intended
to fiil the demand for modern schooling which was nor provided by
the Dutch government, and at the same time, to act as a channel of
communication by which the reformists could launch their pro-
grams.6
Another effort to carry out the program of the reform movement
was implemented by the establishment of a teacher's organizarion.
The Muslim religious reachers of the Kaum Mudain 1919 formed an
organization called Persatuan Guru-Guru Agama Islam, PGAI (the
association of Muslim religious teachers) in which Haji Abdullah
Ahmad and Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah were ro become leaders.
Later conscious efforts of the Kaum Tua of. establishing schools or
organization such as al-IttihXd al-'UlamX' of Minangkabau (lvlinang-
kabau ASsociation of the 'Ukmi) formed in IgZl in order ro resrrain
the influence of the Kaum Muda and counrer the PGAI, eventually
decreased the intensity of the conflict. In the course of events, the
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reformists, instead of being defeated, were successful in forcing their
opponents to adoPt their more effective methods. The use of the
reformist school system was, however, oniy slowly accepted. Not
until 1928 were its advantages recognized by the Kaum Tua (tradi'
tionalists) in general when they transformed their surau into an orga-
nized madrasah. The Kaum Tua, wirh several of their formal schools,
Madrasah Tarbiyah Islamiyah (School of Islamic Education) and the
organization of the Tarbiyah Islamiyah remained loyal to rhe madhhab
of Shifi't. In !945, the organization of the Tarbiyah Islamiyah was
changed to become a Muslim political party, Perti (Association of
the Islamic Education).0'
On the other hand, the Kaum Mudawent on with their effort to
reform Islamic education. Some of them got involved in political
parties, such as the Permi and Persatuan Muslimin Indonesia (Indo-
nesian Muslim association) in early 1930's, and in Masyumi in early
1940's, while many others were active in a Muslim social organiza-
tion, Muhammadiyah.
The Sumatra Thawalib, the Diniyah as well as the Adabiyah
schools of the Kaum Muda, were not only able to bridge the gap be-
tween the so-called Western and the surau-educated intellectuals, but
they were also able to produce a newly-oriented intellegentsia whose
influence reached its peak in the 1930's.
Abdul Karim Amrullah: Main Ideas and Views
This section is intended to discuss the main ideas and views of the
reformers. Nevertheless, since these three people's ideas and views
were almost identical to one another and since the writer has also
mentioned some of Abdullah Ahmad and Shaykh Jambek's ideas in
the preceding discussion, the present section will emphasize Abdul
Karim Amrullah's ideas in order to give a clearer picture of this im-
portant reformer during the Islamic Reform Movement in
Minangkabau.
On TawbtdQheolog)
'Ilm al-aubtd (rhe science of unity or theology) according to Haji
Abdul Karim Amrullah is an important and great science in Islam.
This science discusses the attributes of God and all His Messengers.
Holy propliets have been sent by God to human beings beginning
with Adam and ending with Muhammad. Therefore,auhtd, he said,
is an illustrious type of knowledge because it is charged with discuss-
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ing God and the Holy prophers as well as rhe mosr important prob-
lems of religion.a8
In discussing rhe narure of Unity of God he focused on one verse
of the S0rah al-Ikhlas, Chapter CXtr of the Qur'An. "Allihu Ahad" of
rhis shrah must be interpreted as meaning "Alleh is Absolutely One,"
Alllh who is not consrituted of various elemenrs. If he were, he could
be divided into particies or touched by any of the five senses and thus
could not be Absolutely One. He added that God is Absoiutely One
in His Essence, His Attributes, His Deeds and His Rights. He is the
only One who has rhe right to forbid or recommend all affairs of
shar'i. No person, whether he be a Nabi (Prophet) or Rasul (The
Apostle), may reject the law which has been decided by God.o'
His ideas seemed to be manifested in his criticism of the Japanese
belief that Tenno Heika was rhe Almighty God who should be wor-
shipped by the Japanese and all people of the narions under their
occupations especially in Eastern Asia before the second Vorld W'ar.
Vorship of Tenno Heika was known ar rhat time as Seikerei, mean-
ing to bow in the direction of the Tenno Heika's Imperial palace.
towards the northeast from Java. In early !943,Abdul Karim Amrul-
lah, father of the famous writer Dr. Hamka, was co-chairman of a
meeting of fifty nine religious leaders from all over Java. It met in
Bandung and he was rhe only Indonesian seared on rhe platform.
During the seikerei he was the only person ro remain seared, an open
challenge to the Japanese and a reproach to his fellow Muslims. Hamka
explained it as follows:
Everybody-every body indeed was standing trp, One man shouted the corn-
nand.,'\eikerel.." All bowed their heads i'salute towards the palace, All the
good M*slirns, clad in rrrbans and tabtds, they all stood at atrention. Only one
slender old man, whose eyes still shone fiery religious conviction and whose
heart was of steel... he alone remained seated, and did not participate in the
cerernony... this rnan was Dr. H. Abdul Karirn Arnnrllah. Anci he did 
-so despite
the fact that he was surrounded on all sides by theJapanese, each of rhem wear-
ing his long sword."'o
A few minutes after the "seikerei" ceremony v/as over. he then
said:
"To keep ancl r'aintain a belief does not always invite a danger, as lo'g as we
can pay our devotion only to God. Do nor merely think of danger of whar you
have done or of what yo' will do, but you have also to think about the benefit
yon would pick up from yonr conducts. Do not you watch what I have jrrsr
clone? Although I rernain seatecl while the '\eiherei" ceremonv wa-s still gorng
on, this clicl not mean rhat I wanted to resist theJapanese military cornmand, b*t
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it was because I obeyed my God's command. h is Allah who forbade me to
make"ruhil" (deeply bow) to anybody else except Him. As you see, now, Mr.
Colonel Horie (Head of Department of Religious Affairs of the Japanese Mili-
tary Occupation in Indonesia) does not disappoint rne, because I have already
fimrly held my religious command likewise he has shown his loyalty to his
religion. "
The above events show us how strong the religious stand of Abdul
Karim Amrullah was. It had taken him exactly half a minute to show
the proper attitude of Islam, and to manifest his strong faith in the
Absolutely One, in defiance of the "Empire of the Idolators." For
him, God was the only One to'Whom the human being must surren-
der his life completeiy, not to the King, the President, or the Em-
peror of the Emperors. It seems that from the time of the above events,
the Japanese had to overlook this defiance so that they couid prevent
an undoing of the work already accomplished with the help of Mus-
lim leaders. Ultimately, Muslims won the right to dispense with the
seikerei before religious meetings.
Several days later, Abdul Karim Amrullah was asked by Colonel
Horie to comment on, and if necessary to criticize the book, IVajah
Sernangat (the face of spirit) which contained the basic beliefs of the
Japanese people, and also asked him to describe the principal beliefs
of Islam which had been embraced by a great majority of the Indone-
sian people. Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah accepted the request and
began to read the contents of the book. He came to the conclusion
that the ideas of such a book where completely antagonistic to the
teachings of Islam. For example, he strongly criticized the view point
which stated that the Japanese spirit of sacrifice meant that Japanese
people were to fully surrender their souls for the honor of the nation
and the Emperor Tenno Heika. He replied that in Islam all sacrifices
material and spiritual should be offered to the Absolutely One, Al-
lah, because He is the only One who can reward the sacrifices of His
'W'orshippers in the hereafter. He suggested that the Japanese peopie
obey all commands of their Emperor Tenno Heika but on the other
hand he also reminded them to purify their hearts from any kind of
wrong beliefs and incorrect practices which could turn them away
from belief in the True God, Alllh.s'
Abdui K3rim Amruiiah strongly criticized the main Japanese be-
Iiefs, which according to him were conrrary to Islamic teachings. He
believed that all creatures had to surrender themselves only to the
Absolute One, whatever position and power they had, and had to
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put all types of laws and regulations they might creare under the
supervision of God's law, or at least had to formulate them in a man-
ner which did not conflict with it.
It is told that the criticism of Haf i Abdul Karim Amrullah toward
the basic belief of the Japanese peopie was accepred by the Japanese
authorities especially by Colonel Horie. In the beginning, the Japa-
nese officials expected that the ciarification and comparison on the
basic religious beliefs between these two narions would creare a po-
iitical impact. They hoped that if they knew the religious beliefs of
the Muslims in Indonesia, they would be able ro approach them
through various reiigious channels which would be formed. The re-
sult of this was, it was hoped, wouid be the mainrenance of their mili-
tary occupation of the country.s2
On the other hand, Abdul Karim Amrullah was also successful in
his work because he had shown to his fellow Muslims in Indonesia
that when seen from a religious point of view, the Japanese and the
Indonesian people were separated by an unbridgable valley. At the
same time, he rejected opinions of some Indonesian leaders who
trusted the Japanese official, in particular Haji Abdul Muniam Inada,
who said:
The spirit of Dai Nippon and that of Islam (wrote one of the Japanese Mus-
lirns on Java) are very close ro one anorher, and no small degree of identity
prevails arnong the two. The Indonesian people must come ro understand this
DOlnt ... "'
Colonel Horie, soon afrer discovering the content of the Indone-
sian Muslim's belief rerurned to Tokyo, leaving in charge several
Japanese who were all Muslims. On the other hand, Dr. H. Abdul
Karim Amrullah, who challenged Dai Nippon and its Emperor un-
compromisingly, was appointed by the Japanese officials in Jakarta
to become the organizer of numerous religious acriviries in Indone-
sla.
On the Qur'in and Hadith
Qur'in and hadith were of great importance to Haji AbdulKarim
Amrullah, for the fundamental viewpoint is stressed, that these sources
presented Islam in its pristine form and that Islam in this form could
be adapted to conditions and concepts prevailing in the modern world.
The Qur'in is unique, Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah maintained, in
that it is different from any other writing, and mankind has been
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uhable to produce anything similar or equal to it in either style or
content. The Qur'An itself contains the challenge, not only to Arabic
speaking people but also to all of mankind as well-to create a chap-
ter like one of the chapters of the Qur'in. But until the present age,
"there has been no one who can take up that challenge". The burn
itself guarantees that none will be able to do so.5n
Haji Abdul Karim Amruliah began his discussion on the nature
of the Qur'ln and the nature of Islam, by mentioning one verse of
rhe surah al-Baqarah (The Cow); "O mankind, worship your Lord
who had created you and those before so that ye may ward off (evil)."ss
He said that the commands and prohibitions of God cannot be prac-
ticed uniess a man embraces religion, because "religion" is the stan-
dard for all the conduct of a human being. He stated {urthermore
that it is required for human beings to become reiigious. Vhen some-
one accepts this idea, he is able to understand that the religion for
mankind is Islam. Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah was of the opinion
that there was no choice left for the Muslim (he who embraced Islam
as a religion) except to study this Holy Book, the Qur'ln, and under-
stand its interpretation, and then to bring it into practice in daily life.
It is the Book where all God's rules and regulations are recorded, and
it can easily be understood by any man in accordance with the de-
gree of his knowledge. In connection with this point, he said that
those who did not want to take the Qur'An as guidance for their
leaves were people who walked in darkness and did not know where
to go.5u
He strongly warned Muslims, and particularly black magicians
not to use Qur'Xnic verses for the wrong purposes such as azimat
(amulet) suspended around the neck, or to make them into tools of
larab (f.ortune+elling). On the other hand he advised Muslims to study
the Qur'in intensely, to remember its teachings and to observe all its
hidden meanings. All qissahs (tales)in the Qur'in, Haji Abdul Karim
Amrullah stated, should be taken as good examples to be followed in
daily practice; the Qur'An should be made to be the imAm (Ieader) in
all conduct and all deeds and be made to be the touchsrone in every
type of thinking and ijtihhd (independent.iudgment in a legal or rheo-
logical question).57
Vhen he lalked about the sunnah (speeches, deeds and behavior
of the Prophet), Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah said that it was an inde-
pendent source of Islamic teachings alongside the Qur'An because it
decided and regulated, as well as interpreted what was nor found or
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was not clearly described in the Qur'in. It was true rhar the Qur'An
was complete, but to make the Muslims really understand a specific
problem mentioned in it the Qur'ln itself needed interpretation and
thus if necessary, the Prophet would issue a new law to describe that
which was not mentioned in great detail in the Holy Qur'An. This
was done only in case of emergency or darurtyah if one particular
case existed in the society and it needed to be overcome. Haji Abdui
Karim Amrullah cited an example, the Sunnah decided that it was
unlawful to eat the meat of an animal which used its canine tooth ro
fall upon prey; that was a question which has not been menrioned in
the Qur'ln. It should be noted, however, that the general concept of
this can be found in the Holy Qur'ln. One thing must be remember,
however, that not all of the conduct of the Propher became law to be
followed in Muslims' lives since there were some deeds which he did
not demand to be followed.s8
Since there were certain people both inside and outside Muslim
circles who tried to ascribe things ro rhe Prophet and claimed that
these things had come from him while acrually they were merely
fabricated by those who disliked Islam, Abdul Karim Amrullah ad-
vised his fellow Muslims to be very careful in distinguishing true
hadith from those reported sayings which were nor really hadith.
Muslims must be aware of such harmful sayings he said, because only
carefui efforts to evaluate hadith could save tlie Muslim people from
unexpected mistakes. In order to know the genuine hadith from the
false one, he advised his fellow Muslims to study of. Mustalah al-badtth
(the science of hadith).
On Sufism
Abdui Karim Amrullah's ideas on sufism parrly appeared in an
articie written in Malay and published in the Muhammadiyah
Almanak (general informarion on rhe Muhammadiyah organization)
in I932-1933.se He described the purpose of the tasazuuuf (sufism) as
follows:
a. To cleanse one's purpose of faith from innovations, that is pur-
poses of faith which are nor founded 'upon the teachings of the
Qur'ln and the Tradition or which are in opposition to the faith
and the purpose of the Prophet and his illusrrious associates.
b. To cleanse the secrers of man and his hidden purpose from hypoc-
risy and envy which may manifest themselves in a very refined
manner.60
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According to Abdul Karim Amrullah, when he was able to estab-
lish the purposes of the tasdr!,wuf, he was a follower of the Prophet's
Tradition, and one o{ the true chosen people of the Lord on the face
of the earth. Commenting on contemporary practices of sufism where
the people regarded ribiah (mediator) as necessary to mediate be-
tween a silfiandhis God, Haji Abdul Karim Amruilah said that such
a practice had no foundation in the teaching of the Prophet and his
companions. He was of the opinion that,
"besides those who are sufi at heart and in their works, there were others
who called themselves sufi, who bowed their heads using their turbans and long
coa6, who after much praise and the performance of many devotional exercises,
did not desire nice clothes, wanted but little of worldly things, separated them-
selves from others, did not desire pleasant and tasty food, denied themselves this
and that, and gave themselves up entirely to devotion and the repetition of the
dhihr (\ft, remembrance God)."61
Progress in Islam connected with the search for higher learning,
which was necessary to elevate the standing of Muslims said Abdul
Karim Amrullah was false and useless in sttfi's estimation. Those prac-
tices were not real mysticism and must be regarded as a misleading.
Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah then said that the books which are
used by the sttfis were composed largely of quoted traditions which
were false. He said that the silfis used these books to strengthen their
innovations and to prevent progress in rhe affairs of the world; such
beliefs have only brought the followers of Islam into the valley of
ridicule and stupidity which is not in accordance with the name of
tasauutuf, a name which was greatly honored in the religion of Islam.
He was quick to warn the people not to study any slf books with-
out first carefully considering them because materials which had been
inserted in such books originated largely from the experience of the
skfi and very often those teachings did not accord with the teaching
of the Prophet Muhammad. He, furthermore stated that in order to
support their teachings and to persuade the people to follow them,
the sitfi shaykhs had taken variousweak and unacceptable hadith such
as rnaffi', maudtt', rnunkar and shaz types and then put them into
their books so that the common people would believe them. Haji
Abdul Karim Amruilah gave examples of the books on tasawwuf
such as fanbih al-GhAfitin (notification of the neglectful people),
Durrat al-lVA'ztn (a variety of preachers), and Nuzhat al-Majhlis (en-
tertainment of councils). which have in thee many mistakes.62
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Abdul Karim Amrullah then said, that when someone wanred to
be a good skfi, he must cleanse his heart from all attributes of un-
cleanness, cleanse his faith from innovations which were not found
in the Qur'ln and the hadith, and cleanse his secret and hidden pur-
poses from hypocrisy and envy. He was of the opinion that by fol-
lowing the perfect character of the Prophet Muhammad, the real sfifi
'could guard and purify all outward members of all sin and base con-
duct, and thus they would be able ro pracrice good behavior and
sensibie disposition in the presence of all creatures.""
His strong attack on mystical practices, particularly those of the
tartqah Naqshbandiyyah, initiated rhe era of the second Isiamic Re-
form Movement in Minangkabau. In 1906, after returning from
Makkah, Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah and several of his colleagues
got involved in a long discussion on the question of the tartqah
Naqshbandiyryah with a group of their opponents (who was later
known as the Kaum Tua (Traditionalist). Haji Abdul Karim Amrul-
lah, Haji Abdullah Ahmad, Shaykh Daud Rasyidi, and Shaykh Abbas
were young 'ulamL' who happened to come from the darat (heart-
land), whereas their adversaries were older 'ulamd'who came from
Padang (the Vest Coast of Sumatra). HajiAbdul Karim Amrullah, as
the only spokesman of this group from the darat attacked the prac-
tices of the ariqahNaqshbandiyyah followers who regarded rhe shaykh
(silfi r.eacher) as a link between God and His devotees, which, accord-
ing to him, was a practice never known of nor taught by the Prophet
Muhammad. He was of the opinion rhar anyone who wanted ro come
nearer to God may directly conracr Him by himself, alone, anyrime
and wherever he wished. To use a shaykh and regard him as a media-
ror (ribiuh) between God and human beings was a kind of. mushrik
(heresy), he added.'o
It is said that the older :ulaml'(traditionalists) who were larer
known as the Kaum Tua were defeated in the field of discussion, for
they did not have strong and reasonable arguments to defend their
point of view. Nevertheless, rhose o\d 'ulamA'such as Shaykh Khatib
Ali, Shaykh Bayang, Tuanku Syeikh Seberang Padang, conrinued ro
reject the.ideas of the Kaum Muda. They defended their views by
saying that since the murids (novices) did not know how to find a
good and perfect way ro come ro worship God by themselves, they
certainly needed guidance. The guide musr be someone far more
knowledge than the novices so rhar rhe shaykh might lead the murids
to the, true path leading to God. Therefore the shaykh (rhbi'ah)was
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necessary. From then on, the terms Kaum Muda and Kaum Tuawere
used to distinguish the Reformist Group from the Traditionalist one.
On Taqltd
In his effort to advocate ijrihhd and abandon aqltd, Haji Abdul
Karim Amruilah and his group in Kaum Muda, first of all discussed
the importance of 'aql (logic, reasoning). According t o the Kaum Muda,
'aqlwas one of the important means given by God to human beings,
by which they couid study and understand the universe and thus
benefit by it in gaining happiness in their lives. Nevertheless, it was
very surprising, they said, that people only iiked to use reason in the
mundane aspects of their life, and many did not wanr ro use it in
religious matters. It was useless, the Kaum Muda consented, if the
Kaum Tuafelt satisfied with the laws and regulations concerning re-
ligious problems which had been decided upon by the medieval ju-
rists and theologians, and had no intention of observing them again
or making any necessary amendments. Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah
argued that the muqallid (he who maintained taqltQ, did not wanr ro
use their 'aql to come ro an undersranding that some of the estab-
lished laws could no longer be fitted to the demands of modern life.
Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah said that: "the orang berakal (wise man)
must understand their God and His regulations so that His commands
and prohibitions can be properly carried out." Because rhe under-
standing of God's regulations can not be correctly obtained by blind
acceptance to the law estabiished in medieval times (aqltd), the Mus-
lims in general, especially their leaders ('ulami) musr rerurn ro rhe
original sources of Islamic teachings, the Qur'An and the hadith, from
which they would find out the real injunctions of God on specific
questions of a religious narure. To enabie rhem encounter and ,rnder-
stand the contents and wisdom of the Qur'in and hadith, these reli-
gious leaders of the Muslims should masrer rhe usfil al-fiqh (the sci-
ence of jurisprudence).6s
To know the ushl aLfiqh is very essenrial, Dr. H. Abdul Karim
Amrullah argued, because it could help someone understand the Di-
vine Law, regulations which are basis of one's daily religious deeds.
The science of Islamic jurisprudence is very useful to help Muslims
understand \lamic knowledge as a whole through individual effort,
without blindly basing opinions upon what had been established
before. In addition, by masrering this science, the Muslim would see
for himself the difference between religious practices which were
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acceptable to God and those which were not. "\(e may not do reli-
gious practice," Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah stated, "unless we know
what God's decision on it was."66 The mujuhid mutlaq (the absolute
rnujuhid or the highest rype of mujahl{ such as Imlm Hanafi, MAliki,
ShAfi'i, and Hanbali or mujtahid madhhab (rhe muitahid of one cer-
tain rnadhhab),like ImAm Muzammi (a colleague of Imlm Shefi'D,
ImAm RifX' i and Nawlwt as mujtahid fatuA, andibn Hajar and Ramli
as ahl al-Tarjib said Abdul Karim Amrullah, "would never have at-
tained the stage of mujahid if they had not mastered and utilized the
science of Islamic iurisDrudence."tt
Al-GhazXli's book on ushfit at-fiqh, Al'Muswshft (hospital) was con-
sidered by Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah the best source to study,
particularly on the question of the ijmA' (the agreement of the 'ulamX'
on a certain problem on religious question) and the qiyhs (analogy),
because that book advised its readers to abandon taqltd and imple-
menr ijtibkd. In addition, Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah also suggested
studying 'ilm al-mantl4 (logic) to prevent Muslims from going astray
when they studied philosophy. Thus, according to his ideas, in-order
to liberate Muslims from the attitude of. taqltd, they must study Islam
in its original sources, the Qur'ln and hadith and pursue their study
by using ustrl al-fiqb, rndntiq, and by mastering Arabic in all its
branches.o'Beside the usftl al-fiqhbookof al-Ghazlli, the KaumMuda
took the BidAyar al-Mujtabid (the beginning of mujuhiQ of Ibn Rushd
(Averroes, 520-595 H) as an essential book on Islamic jurisprudence
(fiqb) andthus to be used in their school, Sumatra Thawalib in Padang
Panjang.
it should be noted however, even though Haji Abdul Karim
Amruilah rejected the attitude of taqlid, this does not mean that he
negated the significant efforts of the medieval jurists and theologians
in the field of Islamic law. As we have seen in some parts of this
discussion, he remained respectful of contributions of these medieval
theologians, but he disagreed with those who regarded what had been
established by these theologians as final. To him, the opinions of
those great theologians have to be re-studied and re-analyzed: they
were not meant to be accepted blindly. If their teachings and ideas
were not contrary to the Qur'Xn and hadith, follow them he encour-
aged; on thg other hand, if those ideas were in opposition to the true
sources of Islamic teachings, his instruction was to leave them.
One thing that may be added however, is that Haji Abdul Karim
Amrullah himself was formerly a defender o{ taqlid. His acquain-
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rance with the books of the four madhilhibs and other sources wrlt-
ren by Ibn Taymiyyah and Ibn al-Qayyim and other Musiim think-
.r, on Islamis jurisprudence and its roots caused him to change his
mind and to pionounce his real position as champio n of. ijtibid. On
December t2, 191.+/Muharram 24, 7333 H, in his book sullam al'
lvushledited by his son Dr. Hamka and given the name Penganar
ir"t niql, (introduction ro rhe roors of Islamic jurisprudence), he for-
mally announced his change of attitude' He said:
Any words I have utilized in my previous writings such as Izbir Asitir al-
Mudittin (the clescription on the legend of rnisleading people) in.which I have
said, mujahil *r, iir.orrtioued after the death of the four imims ol Islamic
iurisprudence it shoulcl be understood by now that those opinions were iust
i,rr.d oo my taqtid to the ancient 'ulami'namely in the time before 1 knew by
mysel{how,oobr.ru.andar'alyzetheirreasons'Beginningoftoday'Ipro-
noorr.. to all Muslims that I have completely abandoned my former stand (i.e'
clefending) taqlid and will fully support the opinions.oi other 'ulami'who
maintainedthatthemuitahidwillneverenduntilthedayo{Doom.''.9
He furthermore said that Qur'xn and sunnah were the two main
sources of the Islamic teaching, while maslahab mursalab (taking the
public interest or human welfire inro account) could only. be used in
,r, .-..g.ncy. He advised everyone not to Pretend to be learned
men, wh"en tirey knew nothing. Beware' he said, because "you will
guide peopl., ,t do not guide them astray"' In h.is warning to the
i.f.r,i.r.'of taqttd in the Kaum Tua (radirionalists), he said that
none of the fa-tus 'ulamk'inlslamic jurisprudence suggested to their
followers merely to blindly accept what they had taug.ht' On the
contrary, they advised them to observe andanalyze their teachings
through th. .y.r of the Qur'in and hadtth. He then emphasized his
criticiim bysaying: "Do ntt become muqdllid(ta4lfdpeop.le)to Shif i
and condemn th. oth.tt because you are the followers of him. Rather
you must keep in mind, that you have to follow the imims whose
ieachings and'fatuas are righi and correcr, and leave them if their
teachings are wrong"'to
The"attitude oitaqttd and incorrect religious practice, mainly
tasatouuf (mysticism), were rwo among the main objectives of the
attack which had been launched by Haii Abdul Karim Amrullah in
the early period of the reform movemenr in Minangkabau. Taqltd
must b; atandoned, Haii Abdul Karim Amruliah emphasized, be-
cause ir hindered the Muslims from using their intelligence to know
more about Islam and prevented them from acquiring knowledge
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about that aspect of the universe".
On the other hand, any arrack on any part of the religious sysrem
was regarded by the Kaum Tua as denying religion itself and they
responded by charging that the Kaum Muda were unbelievers and
blasphemers. The depth of feeling among the Kaum Tua is apparenr
in the emotional attacks levelled againsr the ideas and teachings of
Abdul Karim Amrullah who was accused of being Vahhabi, of devi-
ating from the path of the Ahl al-sunnah ua al-Jam|'ah, of rejecting
the accepted schools of thought (madhhab), of ruining the religion, of
being a Mu'tazilah of being a Shi'ah etc./'
On other religious questions such as usallt, talqin, ru'yah (observa-
tion of the moon), khutbah (sermon in Friday prayer) and its lan-
Buage, kenduri (communal feasts) and the venerarion of saints, the
question of tashabbuh (resemblance) to non-Muslims, as well as prac-
tice of "cina bura" (literally, the Blind Chinese), borh Kaum Tuaand
Kaurn Muda rcmained adamant in their stand throughout this pe-
riod.': Yet their artirude to each other was much friendlier in the
later half of the thirties than during the early spread of reform move-
ment.
It should be noted however, that the reacrion against Haji Abdul
Karim Amrullah in his effort to purify Islam from any kind of incor-
rect practices, did nor come only from the Kaum Tua who claimed
to base their activities in Islam, but also arose from the adat authori-
ties. This group was usually comprised of people who were Muslims,
but who adopted a neurral and often indifferent, if not a hostile, atti-
tude to Islam.
On tbe Leadership of the Society
. 
According to Abdul Karim Amrullah, in order to change Minang-
kabau society, the effort mu$ be begun with its social srrucrure,
especially with the personnel who were in charge of. the nagarl coun-
cil (balai). He said that Islam musr be higher than the adat law; there-
fore the adat religious functionaries such as the imAm, khattb, and the
'ularn|'should know and understand Islamic teachings and its prac-
tices more than the pengbulus (adat chiefs), the fourth member of the
balai, while rhe penghulus themselves should be elected from among
the abledt persons of their clans. The pengbulus were supposed to
become good Muslim and understand Islam better than the io--on
people. Only when rhe penghulu.s who became the headmen of their
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sukus (clans) were correctly guided by the 'ulamh' could the Islamic
reachings be implemented in the society. He said furthermore that,
when eich of the 5OO ndgaris (village$ inMinangkabau could create
this type of teamwork in which the penghulus and the 'ulamL'were
fully dlrected and could live togerher under religious teachings, the
rule of Allih would be well-established in the society.T'
He believed that the iaw of Alllh was the only law that should
rule the society. Since the rights of inheritance had been corrupted
by the ruhngadatfunctionaries in Minangkabau from the pure teach-
ings and laws of God,rhe adatfunctionaries had, in fact, implemented
the wrong laws for which they were bound to be punished by God.
He attacked the adat functionaries and regarded them as the tools
and agents of the Dutch Government. FIe warned them by saying
that if rhe adat functionaries were to avoid the animosity of their
own people, they should first adjust their rules and regulations to
make them conform to Islamic teachings before making any decision
or adjustment. According to him, the adatfunctionaries should seek
the right advice from the religiousiy knowledgeable 'ulam|'; conse-
quently he thought that the 'ulam|'should play an important role in
governing the society. He said:
"...the so called raja (king) rules his people, while those who gives orders
(peintah) n raja (kings) are the iilami' (orang alim)i then it is obligatory that
those raja be governed (terperintab) by the truth originating from those who
are knowledgeable in Islamic religion."'o
It is indisputable that Abdul Karim Amrullah intended to stress
his ideas that the ruling adat functionaries in Minangkabau, i.e. the
penghulus, should not only implement the rules and laws of Islam,
b.tt1h.t they should be guided by the religious leaders ('ukmi).He
emphasized his opinion that Islamic Law must be followed rather
than the a.dat regularion. He posed the question of what to do when
the rules and laws derived from the adat finctronaries or orang
berpangkat are contrary to the religion which they are supposed to
follow? He said furthermore, that if the rules which were derived
from these human beings were not followed, we would be jailed or
exiled, but if they were to be followed, it would be contrary to Alllh's
law for which hell would be our punishment. rVhat should we do
then in that particular situation? He answered himself by saying "...
it would be better to be dead than alive."'5
It was that kind of fanaticism for religious and puritanical revival-
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ism which Dr. H. Abdul Karim Amrullah seemed ro have inserted
with significanr success into the Kaum Muda group: particularly in-
fluencing the Sumatra Thawalib graduates and the members of the
Muhammadiyah organ ization.
On Adat Lazo of Inheritnnce
Haii Abdul Karim Amrullah srressed that the Islamic inheritance
law (al-farL'ld) must be practised by the Minangkabau Muslims in-
stead of the adat inheritance law which had been creared by the
Minangkabau ancesrors, Dt. Perpatih Nan Sebatang and Dt. Ketu-
manggungan and Cati Bilang Pandai, all of whom were Buddhists.'6
To him there could be no bargaining and no compromising in imple-
menting Islamic law; it could not be mixed with the teachings of any
other doctrines. Islamic practices, he stated, musr be purified from all
kinds of deviations. He emphasized rhat rhe marernal inheritance
law as it had been practiced by the Minangkabau Musiim was unjust
because, father, morher and children, who narurally were closely re-
lated in life, physically and spirirually do not inherit anyrhing when
one of them died. On the conrrary, the nieces or nephews whose
blood relationship was less close and whose sufferings were less se-
vere than the children or parenrs of the dead person, had been cho-
sen by the adat inheritance' law as the sole and legal heirs of their
uncle's properry. This type of unlawful regulation must be discarded,
he stated.tt
He emphasized the above ideas by arguing:
1. The adat jahiliyah (the regulations before Islam) concerning rhe
law of inheritance which had been created by ancestors ol the
people of Minangkabau in which the father's properry should be
handed down to his nephew or niece instead of his children, was
contrary to rhe Islamic law which decreed that the deceased's prop-
erty must be bestowed upon some certain people, such as the fa-
ther or mother, children, husband or wife ect. tVhich one should
we follow as Musiims, Islamic Law or Buddhist creation? Answer-
ing his one quesrion, he insisted that Muslims must follow Islamic
Law.
2. Adat law itself had decided the primary of Islamic law as was stated
in the Minangkabau aphorism, the adat basandi sydrd,, syara,
basandiKiabullah (adatis based on syara'and syara; is based on
Kitab Alllh (Qur'Xn) which meanr thar adat regulations should
not be allowed to contradict the Isiamic Law.78 Now. since the
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maternal inheritance law was clearly antagonistic to the teaching
of Isllm, we should not follow the adatlaw.
3. In the Minangkabau tarnbo (the history of Minangkabau) it was
said that, "the adat,,when it was contrary to the shara'(Islamic
regulations) , the adat (tradition) law must be rejected or thrown
away.
He continued his discussion by mentioning various weakness of
material inheritance law and illustrating the beauty of Islamic law of
inheritance. He than called upon the kings, government officials and
the penghuhzs to strive hard to throw away such jAbiliyyah traditions
until they all disappeared from the life of Minangkabau society. He
also directed some warnings at the judges who were supposed to ren-
der judgement in any affair between clan members and to strengthen
and apply Islamic law if they really wanted to find out the good and
just solution for their people. 'Without working together to change
and eliminate those wrong adat regulations (the law of inheritance)
he said, the property, peace, and security which were always sought
by the Minangkabau people would never be realized."
In his book al-FarA'ld (Islamic Law of Inheritance) (t932), seven
years after he wrote Sendi Aman Tiang Selamat (foundation of peace
and pillar of happiness), Abdul Karim Amrullah discussed again the
probiem of inheritance in Minangkabau, but this time he included in
his discussion the problem which was known in the region as harato
tuo (Ancestral Property). According to him, the harato tuo was the
property whose origins were not known. However it was managed
by the elders of each house of the clan; it was inherited from one
generation to another, from a great grandfather to grandfather, from
grandfather to uncle and from uncle to the nephew. That kind of
property, Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah said, "the Islamic Law of In-
heritance could not and may not be applied at all." It may not be
handed down by the deceased holder to his or her children, wife,
husband or other heirs as had been properly decreed by the Islamic
Law, because that property did not belong to the dead person who
during his lifetime had managed it. It was the property of the clan,
not the possession of one particular member of one, certain suku or
clan. He cogrsidered this type of property as"uaqf' (endowment).'0
Abdul Karim Amrullah rejected the ideas and teachings of his
former teacher, Shaykh Ahmad Khatib on this question. The latter
had said that all barato tuo.whichwere found in Minanekabau were
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ghasab (property which was raken by force), because it had been
handed down by the Minangkabau ancestors f.romthe jihilfiryah rime
to the generations to come. Therefore, to manage it was harkm (un-
iawful). Ahmad Khatib furthermore srressed his opinion by saying
that if the original possessor of such properry (harato tuo) was not
known under the observance of the Islamic Law, it meanr that the
Minangkabau people had continuously managed the unlawfui prop-
erty.tt
In contrast to his reacher's ideas, Haji Abdul Karim Amrullah
said that ghasab meanr the confiscation of property belonging ro other
peopie in an outrageous and forceful way. The harato tuo could not
be regarded as ghasab, because the first Minangkabau ancestors did
not obtain it by force or seizure, but they settled on it freely without
having known anybody who might have owned it previously, since
they were the first human beings who ever lived in the region. They
were urged not to steal other people's property, because the number
of people who inhabited this region v/as very small compared to the
large area that they had discovered. Because they had lived rhere a
long time before the coming of Islam to Minangkabau, they had cre-
ated their own laws to administer such rhings as properry, in which
they decided that property could be inherited only by the nephew or
nieces of the dead person, or in another word, it must remain the
possession of the clan. It may nor be sold or ceded ro other people, as
was decreed by the Islamic Law. Haii Abdul Karim Amrullah said
that the properry was administered according ro rhe adatla-w which
stated "Tajua indak dimakzn bali, tasando indak dimakan gadai" or
ancestral properry can never be sold or pawned and if sold or pawned
the action is not valid. Religiously, hJsaid, the harato rzo cbuld be
compared to uaqfin which the Prophet Muhammad prohibited the
selling or pawning of property.8z
He emphasized his opinion by arguing thar harato tuo in
Minangkabau was not a kind of ghasab (seizure), but its nature was
similar to what has been known in Islamic teaching as musibalah, (a
property which one had made use of and had taken its profits in con-
formity with the adat law since ancient times); Haji Abdul Karim
Amrullah said that ro this kind of properry, klamic inheritance law
may not be applied, rarher ir should be regulated by the adatlas,.This
propeny must remain the posession of the clan or suku, and no one
should be allowed to sell, pawn or cede it to his children or wife, and
no one may alienate the rights of property to any orher community.s3
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In summation, Abdul Karim Amrullah seemed to agree with the
adatlaw of inheritance on the harato tuo,that Property may not be
sold, pawned or inherited. But, he maintained his idea that to the
harato pencaharian (individual property), al-Far['id (Islamic law of
inheritance), in which the deceased's property must be handed down
to his children, wife, his parents or some other legal heirs should be
applied, as decreed by God in the Holy Qur'An, instead of nephews
or nieces as had been decreed by the a"datlaw.
Flere we can see, how Abdul Karim Amrullah resolved this kind
of sensitive problem, which had not yet been done so clearly by other
religious leaders in the region before him. He did not merely want to
follow what his teacher Shaykh Ahmad Khatib had taught him, but
he tried to use his own logical reasoning and issued his own ijtibidso
that it could be implemented in accordance with the condition of its
society.
On W'ornen
His views on women were very similar to the views of Muslim
thinkers and the 'ulamh' of the middle ages where women were ex-
pected to obey their husbands, stay at home and take care of the
children. It seems that he was not very concerned with changing the
status of women in the sense of what is known as "women's emanci-
pation" as was demanded by the women's organization at that time.
His orthodox view was clearly seen in various books he wrote, and
polemics occurred between him and his women students as well as
with several individuals in Minangkabau and outside the region.sa
It seemed that he v/as $ill able to maintain this orthodox view
until the Muhammadiyah organization held its conference in 1929 in
Minangkabau, when he had to face the fact that women should be
allowed to participate in religious activities just as men were able to,
for example by going to a conference outside Minangkabau or to
some other places in the region. Compared to his views in previous
years, after the conference, Abdul Karim Amrullah seemed to change
somewhat in his position on women and Muslims in general, par-
ticularly in regards to what was called the idea of. kemajuan (progres).
He said:
O, Muslims! Let us srudy ever)' necessary and useful knowledge for our life
in the world and the hereafrcr from the European, American, African, Hindustan,
Turkish, Ausralian, Turkish andJapanese people. Smdy all types of their knowl-
edge and abilities for our own purposes without neglecting and inrcnrionally
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revolting AllAh and His Apostle's commands and prohibirions. Artain the high-
est levei of kemajuan, but remember that your conducr on religious affairs should
merely be regulated by Qur'in and the hadith not b the way of thinking of the
Western teachings."'5
Nevenheless, particularly on the idea of "women's emancipation,"
in which men and women were expected ro have equal rights in all
affairs of their lives, Abdul Karim Amrullah was always in opposi-
tion. He maintained his opinion rhar a woman who herself was physi-
cally weak could not have equal rights with a man whose body was
created by God to be strong in order ro enable a man ro protecr a
woman's life. Briefly speaking, Haji Abdul Karim Amruilah seemed
to accept the idea of progress for men and women as can be seen
from his support for the establishment of educational institutions for
boys and girls and other organizations where women took part.
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